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One element of our ever-expanding job
description that continues to shine through this
time of uncertainty, is our role as facilitators and
network builders. We preach creating and
utilizing relationships constantly, but now is the
time of living it and being the example. We have
seen firsthand that, no matter how much we plan
and exercise, those things can fail when called
upon. Even if not entirely, there are areas where
we just do not have enough historical data or
living experience to be able to shore those plans
up completely. We do the best we can to test
ourselves and our stakeholders, but gaps still
show their ugly faces when the actual disaster
hits. That is where the relationships we have
created becomes the most critical. We can fall
back, come together, find solutions, and push
forward. No matter which mantra you live by as
an EM between the four phases or five missions,
building a network of people that you can bring to
the table to find solutions for problems found in
your disaster management program touches
them all. Though there is much more to our EM
positions, relationship building is the bedrock for
which we must build our programs on. That is the
only way we can find success. 
In closing, it is a true honor to be your EMAT
President during times such as these. To be able
to see your successes and best practices have
been awe inspiring. Thank you so much for your
continued work in keeping Tennesseans safe and
for being a shining example of what Emergency
Management Professionals should be. Everyone
please stay safe and God Bless.

I’m sitting in my EOC on a Saturday while EMS is
here conducting an EMR class exhausted from a
week of COVID vaccinations and words cannot
describe the pride I am feeling right now as I type
out this article. Not because it will be part of the
launch of our first ever magazine (which is
fantastic), but because it is another representation
of the hard work and dedication that I have seen
from our officers and members. Our PIO team has
been hard at it in between working COVID
vaccinations, hot lines, testing sites, etc. Our
Board Members and Committees have been
stepping up to get ready for our next Conference,
credentialing our new TN-CEM/AEM’s, keeping an
eye on legislation that would be important to you
all, and other projects that will be tremendously
beneficial to our discipline such as EMST, IMT,
and SAR Certification. Oh yeah, there has also
been a pandemic going on. Thank you all so much
that have contributed to this work. It has been
such a testament to Emergency Managers across
this state that have continued to do their daily
tasks of mitigation projects, preparedness
activities, and response support while facing these
unprecedented times of vaccine dispensing, civil
unrest, and political division, just to name a few.
You have faced great adversity, have had to adapt
to an everchanging environment, and have
overcame it all because nothing will stop you from
protecting your citizens. Job. Well. Done. 

FROM THE
PRESIDENT
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EMAT PRESIDENT, JIM TANNER
HICKMAN COUNTY EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR



Congratulations to the EMAT Team on this
inaugural issue of the EMAT Magazine. What an
exciting way to share Tennessee’s emergency
management story with our fellow Tennesseans
and emergency management partners. I am
looking forward to reading articles that dive into
the issues and problems each of us face and the
innovations developed and solutions
implemented with our partners and seeing stories
of how our emergency managers and partners
are creating a more resilient and safer future for
all Tennesseans. 

Reflecting on the last five years some important
ideas are apparent to me. First, we are better
when we work together. When Tennessee’s
emergency managers connect and engage with
and foster collaboration within communities and
among agencies and departments, we are all
better off. This means we must meet our partners
where they are and speak to them in a language
that is meaningful to them. Second,
administrative discipline makes our operations
faster and better. When our records are clear and
organized and when paperwork is timely,
everything else works better. A little bit of time
invested in being administratively disciplined
saves countless hours and dollars when we have
neither time nor money to spare. 

TEMA
SPOTLIGHT

Lastly, the pace of disasters is picking up and their
complexity is also increasing. It will take effort on
all our part to ensure that our budgets, training,
planning, and exercises are used to forge unity of
effort, smart standardization and the right skills
and capabilities for the difficult years ahead. 

None of us will have everything we need or want
alone but working together we will maximize our
resources to build a sustainable future. As we
build our shared future, I encourage each of you
to approach mitigation and floodplain
management as an opportunity to design
economically resilient communities – this will take
an effort to work with partners, public and private
alike, that we may not have worked with in the
past. To change the resilience of our cities and
counties, it will take forging those new
partnerships and relationships. 

I am incredibly proud of how our county
emergency managers have led and supported our
counties, cities, and communities, especially over
the last year, and I am incredibly grateful for the
teamwork and partnerships we have forged over
the last five years.  I know that our local
emergency managers and our partners are up to
the challenges we face.The women and men of
TEMA and I look forward to working with you and
our partners to build this safer more resilient
Tennessee for all.  Thank you.
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PATRICK SHEEHAN
TENNESSEE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR



For the last seven years, Sullivan County Regional Health
Department (SCRHD) has been partnering with both high school
and college groups to promote interest in public health, healthcare,
and emergency preparedness work. This consists of offering in-
person Incident Command System (ICS) training, Community
Emergency Response Team (CERT) training, and table-top
exercises to students. This effort began in 2014, when the Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC) Coordinator was approached by a local
high school group about doing a project with their Health
Occupation Students of America (HOSA) class. The project
involved a series of events that would encourage both personal
and emergency preparedness and promote the MRC, an all-
volunteer group that is meant to assist the community in
responding to disasters.

One of the first activities in this project was to teach an in-class
version of the Incident Command System (ICS) 100 course:
Introduction to ICS. The class discussed the modules and then
were given instructions on how to take the online exam
themselves. The first class had 11 students participating, and all of
them passed to achieve their certificates. From there, word-of-
mouth promotion among other HOSA teachers, as well as
departmental outreach to area high schools, was key to expanding
teaching into other classrooms and schools. 
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PROMOTING PUBLIC HEALTH
AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
IN THE CLASSROOM

This initiative began in Sullivan County with great success.
Now that I am employed in emergency preparedness in
Nashville, this is a best practice I hope to continue with high
schools and universities in Davidson County. 

Sarakay Johnson
Cities Readiness Initiative (CRI) Coordinator
Metro Public Health Department
Sarakay.Johnson@Nashville.gov 

mailto:Sarakay.Johnson@Nashville.gov


While these ICS lessons are available online, in-
person lessons lead to a higher pass rate. The
students also appreciated a classroom setting to ask
questions, especially since this was a new concept to
most of them. Since this effort began, just over 100
students have completed and passed ICS 100
training. 

In addition to offering ICS training, CERT classes were
conducted to promote personal preparedness and get
students thinking about how they could ready
themselves for disasters in their community. Students
in CERT classes learned about scene size-up,
responder safety, administering first aid, and how they
could assist victims before first responders arrived.
Both ICS and CERT trainings were offered to these
groups to give them a foundation of skills they would
continue to use once they entered the working world. 

The third aspect of emergency management and
public health promotion in the classroom was a series
of table-top exercises done with students in the
College of Public Health at East Tennessee State
University (ETSU). These table-top scenarios were
presented based on current public health events and
consisted of topics such as: Ebola, foodborne illness
outbreaks, Hep A, TB, and conducting a Community
Assessment for Public Health Emergency Response
(CASPER). 

As a result of these classroom activities, partnerships
were strengthened, students were exposed to
foundational emergency management practices, and
51 new MRC volunteers were recruited. Students who
participated in ICS 100, CERT, or the table-top
exercises received training relevant to their fields of
study and built a knowledge base that will last them
through their career. More public health classes
should consider incorporating CERT, ICS, or table-top
discussions into their curriculum to expose students to
emergency management concepts early. Training
opportunities could even advance in the future with
students participating in functional and full-scale
exercises. 
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To Register, Visit:

www.emat.org/workshops

http://www.emat.org/workshops


March of 2020 will be a turning point for many
of us. The COVID-19 pandemic has reshaped
our lives in many new and, until last year,
unfamiliar ways. Rioters claiming far-right and
far-left ideologies have broken laws in the
name of social and political justice - causing
state and local officials to examine policing and
punishment under a new lens. One thing that
has not changed, but has been highlighted for
many Tennesseans, is that local governance
and leadership matters. When asked to
consider how this past year's events have
impacted this lawmaker's thought process, I
could not help but be thankful that we live
under a federalist system that places a strong
emphasis on local decisions. This year has
done more to renew my belief that government
closest to the people knows best. When was
the last time any of us attended a meeting of
our local school board, county commission, or
city council? For too many of us, the answer is
likely "never" or "very seldom" unless you or a
loved one serves on one of these governing
bodies. It is easy to ignore the interworking of
government - no matter how close to home it
may be.

On January 6th, the world watched a group
of people attack our seat of democracy:
literally the people's house. I don't know
because I can't interview each one of them,
but I wonder how many could tell us who
their election administrator, city council
member, or county commissioner is. The
decisions of government that impact us
most are made much closer to home than
the White House or the halls of Congress.
School closures and mask mandates are
serious curtailments of our individual
freedoms and daily routines. They should
not be entered into lightly and, as such,
should be enacted by school boards and
local leaders. When asked, “What will be
the lasting impact of COVID-19 and the
other public safety emergencies of 2020?”,
my hope is that the answer will be a
renewed interest in local leadership. That
school board meeting is hard to get excited
about after a long day of work, but taking
the time out of your night is in fact the most
important thing you can do as a citizen. Our
future depends upon it.

Tennessee Representative 

Chairman Michael G. Curcio, District 69
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The Emergency Management Assistance

Compact (EMAC) serves as a critical lifeline

to sister States, allowing for vital

reinforcement and augmentation of disaster

response measures.  

While the focus during deployment is on

safety and providing excellent service to our

fellow state EMAs and their partners,

Responding Agencies need to always be

mindful of the reimbursement process that

follows, and the information required to

create a comprehensive packet that will

ensure full restitution.

Eligibility: The most common issues with

reimbursement are claiming ineligible items

and lack of supporting documentation. It is

important to remember that accurate and

complete records are the most critical

component of your reimbursement claim.

Expenses being requested for

reimbursement must be accompanied by

proof that the expense was incurred and paid

by the responding Agency. 

Record Keeping Discipline: Be diligent about

maintaining good mileage records;

completing 214s properly and with sufficient

detail; keeping receipts for meals and other

expenses; and capturing written narratives

and photographs of any damages sustained

to deployed equipment.

Prepare Your Jurisdiction Now: A best

practice TEMA recommends is for each

Agency to form their own internal

administrative EMAC A-Team. 

This team can begin f lagging payrol l

registers, t ime cards, travel claims,

expense reports, and similar records of

responding team members, as soon as

deployment under an EMAC mission is

confirmed. Tracking this detai l  wi l l  al low

for accurate and t imely col lect ion of

required documentation upon return as

well  as provide opportunity for completion

and review of the EMAC reimbursement

workbook by administrat ive/f inancial staff

experienced in the detai ls of payrol l ,

benefi ts, and f iscal expenditure processes.

Tennessee is the most act ive state in the

nation in deploying EMAC assets. The

wil l ingness of our local and state partners

to answer the cal l  for assistance from our

Emergency Management col leagues

across the country – The Volunteer Spir i t  –

is one of two reasons Tennessee’s EMAC

program is so robust. The second reason

is the administrat ive and f inancial

discipl ine of our program. Our intent is to

have continuous improvement to the

eff iciency and effect iveness of the

reimbursement process. Streamlining the

system wil l  ensure responding Agencies

are made whole for their investment in this

valuable compact. TEMA’s EMAC Team is

always avai lable to discuss the

reimbursement process with responders

and administrat ive/f inancial staff  members.

We welcome the opportunity to provide

training on the guidel ines and

recommendations to ensure you

experience a successful claim submission.
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As I began my graduate degree at the University of Tennessee, I  had hoped that my

academic experience would lead me to an internship in emergency management.

However, I  had never fathomed the idea of continued education during a pandemic—

drastical ly altering my own academic experience but ampli fying the internship

experience offered through my program. 

Due to the regulat ions and guidel ines of the CDC, the university, and the state and local

governments, both the OEM and I had to be creative and adaptive to meet the

requirements of the MPH program. The internship was set to provide me with

experiences that direct ly related to MPH competencies of the university, and the OEM

and I sett led on three major projects that I  could assist with: curr iculum for incoming

students concerning public safety, updating BEAPs training for University Housing, and

providing an executive summary and write-ups of the campus vaccine cl inics. 

As the University of Tennessee responded to the needs of the students and public

safety, I  have been given experience operating within the university’s EOC—working

alongside of the OEM, UTPD, UTK administrat ion, UTK Faci l i ty Services, UTK Student

Health, and University Housing. My internship with the Off ice of Emergency

Management at the University of Tennessee has ref lected those emerging changes and

needs of our diverse community. While other professionals worked from home, the OEM

continued to do the groundwork on campus—sett ing up the EOC, working on isolat ion

and quarantine housing needs, and developing unique committees of stakeholders from

campus. 
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This internship has provided a unique perspective on the work of Emergency

Management Agencies and intr icacies i t  takes to work col laboratively with partners to

ensure the highest level of publ ic safety and the development of large-scale vaccine

cl inics for the public and campus community. This internship has supplemented my

Master of Public Health curr iculum in that i t  has provided the real-world context of

applying the varying forms of pol icy evaluation, material procurement, and plan

development and implementation. These applications can be best exempli f ied by the

work the COVID-19 vaccine cl inics as the OEM, Student Health Center, and other EOC

members work to vaccinate the campus and public populat ion. Currently, there are

vaccine cl inics that are in place to vaccinate 700-1200 individuals each week at our

public cl inics. These cl inics have answered the need of the community in which we

operate, but also provided a partnership with our EOC and the health departments in our

area. Further, this internship opportunity has provided the face-to-face learning that

others have not due to the crisis response of our emergency management agencies and

the needs of our community. 

While I  am aware of the dif fering needs and roles of local emergency management

agencies and those operating within higher education, this internship has provided

invaluable experience, knowledge, and professional development opportunit ies

throughout the surge of a global pandemic. 
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The surge capacity of the Tennessee Department of Health’s (TDH) Communicable and
Environmental Diseases and Emergency Preparedness Division’s (CEDEP) has now been tested
with a worldwide pandemic. What were the challenges, questions, and lessons learned? As a
member of the COVID-19 Response Team, I am happy to share.

After the CDC confirmed the first U.S. novel coronavirus case on January 21, 2020, the division
had 79 COVID-related calls the remaining week and a half of January. After Tennessee’s first
case was identified, phonelines were inundated. There were 6,326 calls in March and 1,725 in
April, which required employing a healthcare triage model to prioritize calls. 

Early in the response, TDH staff were recruited in shifts anchoring a line of phones (spread apart
for social distancing) in the State Health Operations Center. We knew answering questions
during a pandemic would require accuracy and the timely delivery of critical information. But,
some days, it seemed there were more questions than answers. The rapidly changing situation
and evolving processes necessitated co-locating those answering questions to ensure that
clinical, laboratory, and logistical expertise was available. 

At the peak, upwards of 50 TDH employees took calls from across the state. To increase capacity
and serve the public, TDH contracted with the Poison Control Center to establish a public
information line. When even that resource was not sufficient to meet public demand, a secondary
surge line was established at TEMA, and staffed by TDH staff and nursing students in the state
emergency operations center. Collectively, more than 82,000 calls from the public were
answered. 

The Coronavirus Public Information
Line: Hearing and Helping Tennesseans

Monte Martin
Contractor, State of Tennessee COVID-19 Response Team  
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The recognition of the importance of social distancing and the Governor’s “Safer at Home” order
meant continuity of operations for the CEDEP call center was in play. A Daily FAQ, biweekly
statewide conference calls, daily/weekly staff video calls, a flurry of emails and instant messaging
helped communicate operational changes and manage the fluidity of information. For tracking and
management purposes, Vanderbilt’s REDCap data collection program was used to record contact
information, questions, answers, and flag calls for follow up. Group email addresses, shared email
boxes, video conferencing, cell phones, laptops, and encrypted email round out the response
toolbox for remote workers.

Initial calls about coronavirus symptoms and testing have transitioned to questions about vaccines,
variants, and potential reinfections in recent months. Collecting data and a systematic workflow
remain still crucial to monitoring trends and call volume. We’ve strengthened relationships with
healthcare professionals and served the public. The COVID-19 Response Team also has listened
and shared, laughed and even shed a few tears with callers. It’s meant long hours and a daily
learning curve about a novel coronavirus. Our reward has been the opportunity to serve those on
the front lines and hearing the sigh of relief with a thank you from the voice on the other end of the
line. 
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One of the primary complaints during the
COVID-19 pandemic is the lack of visitation
allowed in nursing homes, retirement facilities,
hospitals, and long-term care facilities. With
the input, leadership, and knowledge of our
Administration, Mur-Ci Homes strived to
provide care and comfort to friends, families,
and conservators of our residents by offering
alternate visitation options while maintaining a
safe and secure environment. Health care
providers and servicers across the nation
offered Tele-health or virtual visitations and
that certainly provided some comfort.
However, our administration wanted to do
more. We wanted to be able to provide in-
person visitation to our residents while still
maintaining social distancing and COVID
safety protocols.

The structure in the picture to the left, was
constructed to provide a safe and sanitary
visitation booth. Our Management team
created and maintained a visitation calendar in
which visitations could be scheduled. This
mobile structure is transported to each of the
homes on campus and secured around an
entry door. Residents were then escorted into
the visitation booth with a staff member for a
30-minute visit. The smile on his face spoke
louder than any word to be said.

This option for visitation proved to be very
successful and appreciated. Families were
able to see and speak to their loved ones
safely. Administration gained praise for
protecting their staff, residents, and visitors
while maintaining safe COVID protocols. And
what was the main thing we learned from this
opportunity? Sometimes thinking outside the
box, by being in a box, becomes one of the
best practices of the organization.

VISITATION BEST PRACTICES
DURING COVID-19
Phillip Etheridge
Environmental Services Director
Mur-Ci Homes, Inc.
phillip.etheridge@murci.org
615-641-6446
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TN-CEM AND TN-AEM
UPDATE

EDWARD C. WOLFF, PH.D., CEM® TN-CEM
CHAIRPERSON
EMAT STANDARDS, TRAINING AND
CERTIFICATION COMMITTEE

Greetings and welcome to the first issue of the EMAT magazine and
the inaugural update for the EMAT Tennessee Certified Emergency

Manager (TN-CEM) and the Tennessee Associate Emergency
Manager (TN-AEM) certification programs.



Where the application calls for a reference, it is
recommended that you request and attach a
letter of reference from your listed references. 
Look at your professional achievements and
document what you did as an individual.A group
or unit award does not count as an individual
accomplishment, since there is no way to identify
the individual accomplishments. 
If you have a question, please do not hesitate to
contact the EMAT Coordinator or a member of
the Certification Commission.

Over the past year of beta testing for the new
program, the Certification Commission has reviewed
the program; listened to the feedback from the field;
and a few changes have been made. The changes
to the program will provide a more intuitive process;
ensure that we maintain the validity of the
certification program; and maintain these
certifications as revered across the Emergency
Management community. One key change is the
removal of the individual training submission form. If
a training course is listed in the current IAEM training
submission spreadsheet for the IAEM-CEM and
IAEM-AEM certification programs then the course
qualifies as training. 

The IAEM list provides courses that qualify under
the General and Management headings.If the class
is listed in the spreadsheet, just list the training and
approved hours on the training cover sheet, and
provide a copy of either the training certificate or a
transcript with the classes highlighted.

The simplest approach for applicants is to first read
and review the entire application packet to ensure
that you meet the criteria; understand the
requirements; and you have all of the documentation
(ex: Letters of Recommendation, Certification
copies, training documentation, etc.) that you need
to submit your application.It is best to approach and
complete the application as one section at a time.

 Recommendations for your application:

I would like to start by recognizing the
determination and hard work provided by the three
primary Certification Commissioners that have
helped to mold this new program over the past
year. Mr. Rodney Grimsley, Ms. Tami Fowler, and
Mr. Jim Bean have provided their experience,
expertise, and passion to help build this program. 
 A hearty 'thank you' to Mr. Dave Nock, the TEMA
State Training Officer/Manager and Co-Chair for
the Standards, Training and Certification
Committee for his guidance and support throughout
the program. 

Last, but truly not least, a 'thank you' to Director
Sheehan for his support of the program. For those
that do not know Director Sheehan personally, he
signs each TN-CEM and TN-AEM certificate that is
awarded.  This commitment speaks volumes of his
support and backing of EMAT as an organization,
and the EMAT certification program.

For the members that are currently EMAT Certified
Emergency Management Professionals (TNCEMP),
EM1 and EM-2 certified you will have the
opportunity to transition to the revised and updated
TN Associate Emergency Manager (TN-AEM) and
TN Certified Emergency Manager (TN-CEM)
certifications. All candidates that are not currently
certified as an TN-CEMP will apply as a new
candidate for TN-AEM or TN-CEM. For current TN-
CEMPs your work does not go unnoticed nor
unrecognized, there is a transition path for you to
go from a current TN-CEMP to the appropriate level
for TN-AEM or TN-CEM. Upon applying to
transition your current TN-CEMP to either a TN-
AEM or TN-CEM you will pay your normal
“recertification fee” and EMAT will provide a grant
to cover the remainder of the “new certification” fee.
The training and experience that you have as a TN-
CEMP can be directly transitioned to the new TN-
AEM and TN-CEM programs. We encourage
everyone to print out the new TN-CEM and TN-
AEM applications and compare them to your
existing TN-CEMP application and I believe that
you will find that a large majority of the information
will directly transition from one to the other.
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We have reviewed and will be updating the TN
Emergency Management Instructor Recognition
Program to help provide the well-deserved
recognition to the countless instructors that provide
their time, and expertise educating our emergency
managers and first responders across the State.

EMAT will be hosting an IAEM-CEM and IAEM-AEM
exam session at the EMAT Conference in August of
2021.

We will also be hosting an EMAT certification
workshop at the conference to assist any member
that wishes to apply for certification. Our team takes
a servant leader approach so please help us to help
you, our members.

We have received several emails and phone calls
related to concerns for CEMP’s renewing and
becoming AEM/CEM’s. Those concerns have been
discussed between our Executive Staff and
members of the Standards, Training, and
Certification Committee. We know that any time
there is a change with a program, that we will have
some issues arise that we need to shore up. Please
bear with us, as we work through those. That
Committee is looking at transition solutions for those
folks and will be discussed at our next board
meeting the first of June. If you have any
recommendations or questions, please contact us
here:
 
https://www.emat.org/contact-emat
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Tennessee Emergency
Management Agency

 March 27, 2020

Unicoi County Emergnecy
Management
June 18, 2020

Jefferson County
Emergency Management

October 9, 2020

Lauderdale County Emergency
Management

November 15, 2020

Tennessee Emergency
Management Agency

March 19, 2020

Tennessee Emergency
Management Agency

November 11, 2020


